Despite the holyday period, the ECI project did not go into pause! The teams have been busy preparing the next Model ECI that will take place in October in Göttingen, Germany. The students have also been occupied with the second edition of the Online Course on ECI, that opened up in 13th of June. And, furthermore, the Portuguese Team has prepared an online game on ECI! All good things!

ECI: LAUNCH OF THE SECOND ONLINE COURSE ON ECI

From 13th of June onwards the students affiliated with the project ECI for 2022 had the opportunity to know more about the European Citizen’s Initiative in an online format. The modules of this course were revamped by the ECI Team and are even more engaging than before. A new edition for 2023 is previewed open to the general public!
ONLINE GAME: THE RAIDERS OF THE LOST EUROPEAN CITIZENS’ INITIATIVE

The Portuguese team has developed a game on ECI. By playing you can learn more about the European Citizens’ Initiative and other European Union topics or put into practice what you have already learned.

The Game is available on the project’s website, at https://eci-az.eu/game/